
The Atlas is a big and tall model that provides incredible health and wellness benefits along with a quad motor system: dual 
independent footrest and backrest motors, motorized headrest and a motorized lumbar system. Many other features are included 

making this a true premium Zero Gravity Recliner. 

ATLAS MAX ZERO GRAVITY RECLINER

The weightlessness of zero-gravity allows for 
complete muscle relaxation, rejuvenation and 
tissue repair.

MUSCLE RELAXATION

Your heart is aligned with your feet in the 
zero-gravity position, providing more oxygen 
to your blood and aids in circulation.

INCREASED BLOOD CIRCULATION

Zero-gravity puts your body in a neutral  
position, enabling the spine to decompress 
and release tension.

SPINE DECOMPRESSION

With the strain of gravity reduced, your back 
and neck will reset providing relief from pain 
and tension.

REDUCES PAIN

The zero-gravity position suspends your body 
in a neutral position, causing deep relaxation 
and healing on a physical and mental level. 

DESIGNED BY NASA

The zero-gravity position reduces pressure 
off the heart, allowing for increased blood 
flow throughout the body.

HEART FRIENDLY

ZERO GRAVITY SERIES

ZERO GRAVITY | BIG & TALL | POWER LUMBAR |POWER HEADREST | POWER BACKREST | POWER FOOTREST



RECLINER 
42.5 W x 41.25 D x 48.5 H

ROW OF 2 
77 W x 41.25 D x 48.5 H

ROW OF 3 
111.5 W x 41.25 D x 48.5 H

ROW OF 4 
146 W x 41.25 D x 48.5 H

SPECIFICATIONS

ZERO GRAVITY SERIES

All zero-gravity models offer dual independent motors, wellness benefits and many other features.
THE OCTANE SEATING DIFFERENCE

POWER BACKREST
Independent motorized backrest 
with unlimited comfort positions.

ACCESSORY DOCKS
Add over a dozen accessories like tray tables, 

phone holder, wine holder & many more.

ONE TOUCH HOME

POWER FOOTREST
Control the footrest independently 

to reach your desired position.

One Touch and the chair will reset 
itself to the fully upright position. 

2 MEMORY SETTINGS

ONE TOUCH ZERO GRAVITY
Push a button and you’ll automatically 
be placed into the preset zero gravity 

position. 

Two personal settings to your desired 
chair position all at the touch of a button. 

GEL INFUSED MEMORY FOAM

400 LB WEIGHT CAPACITY
Built like a tank, this model is perfect for 
those seeking a bigger & taller design.

Our premium foam cradles your body, 
keeping the weight off of pressure points. 
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LED LIGHTING SYSTEM
Ambient LED lighting surrounds the 
cupholders and along the baserail.

POWER LUMBAR
Lumbar adjusts along the spine for 

premium back support.

POWER HEADREST
Headrest can be articulated back 
and forward for full head support.

USB & USB-C CHARGING
Charging station to power up your 

devices quickly and efficiently.




